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Why a TRIBOLOGIK® Newsletter…
We are pleased to introduce the Tribologik® Newsletter, a newsletter that will be published and e-mailed
to our customers and business partners on a regular basis. Our objective is to provide technical
information on oil tests and procedures as well as a clear understanding of the multiple benefits of our
expert system and automated oil analysis management system, Tribologik®. The goal of oil analysis is to
optimize your equipment’s and lubricants efficiency and our chemists and engineers will be pleased to
answer your questions and comments on the do’s and don’t in order to reach this objective. Please
contact us at info@tribologik.com You may also unsubscribe at anytime at same e-mail.

New, Faster Tribologik® Internet Connection
In order to improve its customer service, PMC will be upgrading the Tribologik® Internet connection at
the beginning of December. The user interface will remain the same, but the new connection will be
much faster, therefore increasing the productivity of your Tribologik® oil analysis program. Other
improvements are scheduled for the first quarter of 2011. This Newsletter will keep you informed.

Tribologik® now Available in Spanish and Chinese
The Tribologik® global franchising program took off a few years ago and in order to keep up with the
international demand, Tribologik® is now available in 4 languages. We have added Spanish and Chinese
to English and French and the Tribologik® website and all its functionalities are accessible in these 4
languages as well. The benefits of our expert system and automated laboratory management system are
therefore available to Spanish and Latin American OEMs, lubricant manufacturers and laboratories, and
Tribologik® is ready to make its debut with the huge and innumerable industrial and mobile equipment
operators of China, thus confirming its global leadership among lubricant analysis expert systems and
software applications.

Season’s Greetings
To all our customers, franchisees and business partners, the management and personnel of PMC and
Tribologik®are pleased to wish a very Merry and Happy Holiday Season.
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